Abstract| The main aim of this paper is to present a methodology for designing Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems from examples based on Evolutionary Algorithms. This methodology will allow us to obtain di erent Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems, i. e., evolutionary algorithm-based processes to design Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems by learning and/or tuning the Knowledge Base, able to cope with problems of di erent nature. One of these Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems will be introduced and its accuracy in the fuzzy modeling of two three-dimensional surfaces will be analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the most important applications of the Fuzzy Set Theory suggested by Zadeh in 1965 26] are the Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (FRBSs). These kind of systems constitute an extension of the classical Rule-Based Systems because they deal with fuzzy rules instead of classical logic rules. Thanks to this, they have been succesfully applied to a wide range of problems presenting uncertainty and vagueness in di erent ways 21, 25] . In particular, the most promising results have been obtained by the Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) 13, 20] , the FRBSs for control problems 18] .
A FRBS presents two main components: 1) the Inference System, which puts into e ect the fuzzy inference process needed to obtain an output from the FRBS when an input is speci ed, and 2) the Knowledge Base (KB) representing the known knowledge about the problem being solved, composed of the Rule Base (RB) constituted by the collection of fuzzy rules, and of the Data Base (DB) containing the membership functions de ning their semantics.
Therefore, two main tasks have to be performed in order to design a FRBS for a concrete problem: to select the fuzzy operators involved in the Inference System, i.e., to de ne the way in which the fuzzy inference process will be performed, and to derive an adequate KB about the problem under solving. The accuracy of the FRBS in the solving of this problem will depend directly on both components.
The rst design task has been widely analyzed in the specialized literature, and a big quantity of theoretical and comparative studies have been developed in order to deal with the problem of the selection of the best possible fuzzy operators in the Inference System. Many of these studies have been directly considered from the point of view of the FLCs 3, 8, 19] As regards to the second design task, it seems to be a more di cult decision because the composition of the KB depends directly on the problem being solved. With the aim of solving this problem, in the last few years, many di erent approaches have been presented taking Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) 1], usually Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 14], as a base, for automatically derive the KB, constituting the so called Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (GFRBSs) 4]. GFRBSs are considered nowadays as an important branch of the Soft Computing area. The promising results obtained by the EAs in the learning or tuning of the KB have extended the use of these algorithms in the last few years (see 10]).
GFRBSs are based on combining the main feature of the FRBSs, the interpolative reasoning, consequence of the cooperation among the fuzzy rules composing the KB, and of the EAs, the competition induced among the population members to get the best possible solution to the problem. The obtaining of the best possible cooperation level in the KB by inducing competition by means of the EA is referred to as the cooperation vs. competition problem 2]. All the GFRBSs have to deal with this problem to design accurate FRBSs.
In this paper we present a methodology for designing GFRBSs from examples, which will allow us to obtain di erent types of FRBSs able to cope with problems presenting di erent characteristics. The GFRBSs obtained following the paradigm presented will allow us to derive the whole KB, that is, the DB and the RB, when a set of input-output data pairs about the problem being solved is available. They all are based on decomposing the learning process in di erent stages, obtaining so a multi-stage GFRBS, with the aim of simplying the search space tackled by the EA taking as a base the iterative rule learning approach 15]. The performance of one of them will be shown by using the generated FRBSs to model two three-dimensional surfaces presenting di erent characteristics.
In order to put this into e ect, we arrange this paper as follows. The next section introduces the di erent kinds of FRBSs according to the type of fuzzy rules used in the KB. Section 3 presents a short introduction to GFRBSs and analyzes the cooperation vs. competition problem. The basis followed by the evolutionary methodology are presented in Section 4. In section 5, a multi-stage GFRBS under the proposed methodology is introduced and di erent results obtained using it are shown. Finally, in Section 6 some concluding remarks are pointed out. Depending on the characteristics of these fuzzy rules, we can consider two di erent Mamdani-type FRBSs. On the one hand, we have the usual descriptive approach 13, 20 ] when x 1 ; :::; x n and y are linguistic variables that have associated a term set of possible values presenting a real-world meaning. In this way, each A ij or B i corresponds to one of the linguistic terms associated to the variable x j or y respectively. Each one of these linguistic terms has associated a fuzzy set de ning its semantic and this mapping is uniform for all rules in the RB. On the other hand, the approximative approach 4, 7] is based on working directly with fuzzy variables. In this case each fuzzy rule presents its own semantic, i. e., the variables x j and y, respectively, take a di erent fuzzy set A ij and B i as value and not a linguistic term. Therefore, it is said that the rules present free semantics.
II. TYPES OF FUZZY RULE-BASED SYSTEMS
Each one of the approaches presents its advantages and drawbacks. Descriptive Mamdani-type FRBSs have been succesfully used in many di erent applications and allow us to obtain readable KBs, but they su er some limitations due to the in exibility of the concept of the linguistic variable and the homogeneous partitioning of the input and output spaces. Therefore, their performance decrease when dealing with problems presenting complex and rough surfaces with strong changes 7, 9] . On the other hand, the advantage of the approximative approach is its expressive power for learning rules which present their own speci city in terms of the fuzzy sets involved in them. This is likely to be of bene t in tackling the curse of dimmensionality when scaling to multi-dimensional systems. Anyway, its drawback is the loss of KB readability.
For generating an approximative Mamdani-type FRBS, there exist two di erent variants 7, 9]. a) Constrained : The fuzzy rules composing the KB present a constrained free semantics when they are generated with a free semantics but based on an initial domain fuzzy partition that determines the intervals in which each point de ning the membership functions may vary. b) Unconstrained : On the other hand, when the only restriction imposed on the membership function locations and shapes is to lie in a concrete interval, the fuzzy rules present a unconstrained free semantics. The most extreme case is when the interval associated to each fuzzy set corresponds to the whole domain of the system variable.
Both approximative approaches perform better than the descriptive one when working with hard problems, but the constrained free semantic will have better behavior than the unconstrained one when the problem complexity is intermediate. The unconstrained approximative approach is the most adequate for dealing with very hard problems.
III. GENETIC FUZZY RULE-BASED SYSTEMS. THE COOPERATION VS. COMPETITION PROBLEM
A. Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems EAs, specially GAs, have proven to be a powerful tool for automating the de nition of the KB, since adaptive control, learning, and self-organizative FRBSs can be considered in a lot of cases as optimization or search processes. As was commented previously, the aproaches using EAs to design FRBSs by modifying/learning the DB and/or the RB receive the general name of GFRBSs 4]. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish among three di erent groups of GFRBSs depending on the KB components included in the learning process: DB, RB, or them both, i.e., KB 4] . The third family may be divided in two di erent subgroups depending on if the KB learning is performed in a single process or in di erent stages. We will refer to these latter kind of systems as multi-stage GFRBSs 15] . The methodology proposed in this contribution deals with processes belonging to this group. For a wider description of each GFRBS family see 4, 9] , and for an extensive bibliography see 10]. Different approaches may be found in 4].
B. Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based System Learning Approaches The main problem that has to be solved to design a GFRBS consists of nding a suitable representation both capable of gathering the problem characteristics and representing adequately the potential solutions to it. There exist three di erent genetic learning approaches to put this into e ect:
a) The Michigan Approach : The chromosomes are individual fuzzy rules and the KB is represented by the entire population. The collection of fuzzy rules is adapted over time using some genetic operators applied at the level of the individual rule. This evolution is guided by a credit assigment system that evaluates the adaption of each single fuzzy rule.
b) The Pittsburgh Approach : In this case, each chromosome represents an entire KB and the evolution is developed by means of genetic operators applied at the level of fuzzy rule sets. The tness function evaluates the accuracy of the complete FRBS encoded in the chromosome.
c) The iterative rule learning approach : In this latter model, as in the Michigan one, each chromosome in the population represents a single fuzzy rule, but only the best individual is considered to form part of the nal KB. Therefore, in this approach the EA provides a partial solution to the problem of learning, and, contrary to both previous ones, it is run several times to obtain the complete fuzzy system KB. This is put into e ect by including it into an iterative scheme based on obtainining the best current fuzzy rule for the system, incorporating this rule into the nal KB, and penalizing it before repeating the process. It ends up when the KB is able to represent adequately the system. This scheme is usually employed in GFRBSs based on inductive learning, in which the penalization of the fuzzy rules yet generated is usually developed by removing from the training data set all those examples that are yet covered by the KB obtained until this moment. On the other hand, as the learning processes using it do not envisage any relationship between the fuzzy rules generated, it is usual to employ postprocessing processes to simplify and/or adjust the KB obtained, so forming a multi-stage GFRBS.
For more complete information refers to 7, 15]. C. The Cooperation vs. Competition Problem Since a GFRBS is based on the use of an EA to design a FRBS, it combines the main features of both algorithms, the interpolative reasoning performed by the FRBS, consequence of the cooperation among the fuzzy rules composing its KB, and the competition among population members representing possible solutions to the problem being solved, performed by the EA.
Therefore, a GFRBS works by inducing competition to get the best possible cooperation. This seems to be a very adequate way to solve the problem of designing a FRBS, because the di erent members of the population compete among them to provide a nal solution, i.e., KB, presenting the best cooperation among the fuzzy rules composing it. The problem is to obtain the best possible way to put this working mode into e ect. This is referred to as cooperation vs. competition problem (CCP) 2].
The di culty of solving the introduced problem depends directly on the genetic learning approach followed by the GFRBS. On the one hand, it is di cult to solve it when working with the Michigan approach because this approach performs evolution at the level of fuzzy rules and it is not an easy task to obtain a tness function able to measure both the goodness of a single fuzzy rule and the quality of its cooperation with the other fuzzy rules in the population to give the best action as output. On the other hand, the Pittsburgh approach is able to solve adequately the CCP because when using this approach, the GFRBS evolves populations of KBs and the tness value associated to each individual is computed taking into account the action of the whole FRBS. The problem is that this approach has to deal with very large search spaces (especially in GFRBSs belonging to the third family and when working with approximative FRBSs), which makes di cult to nd optimal solutions.
Finally, multi-stage GFRBSs based on the iterative rule learning approach try to solve adequately the CCP at the same time that reduce the search space by encoding a single fuzzy rule in each chromosome. To put this into e ect, these processes follow the usual problem partitioning working way and divide the genetic learning process in, at least, two stages. Therefore, the CCP is solved in two steps acting at two di erent levels, predominating the competition among rules in the rst one, the genetic generation stage, and the cooperation among these generated fuzzy rules in the second one, the postprocessing stage. Hence, the genetic generation stage forces the competition among fuzzy rules, as the genetic learning processes based on the Michigan approach, to obtain a KB composed of the best possible fuzzy rules, and the cooperation among them is only smoothly addresed by means of the rule penalization criterion. This rst stage induces the formation of niches in the population and reduces substantially the dimension of the search space. On the other hand, the postprocessing stage forces the cooperation among the fuzzy rules generated in the previous stage by re ning or eliminating the redundant or unnecessary fuzzy rules from it to obtain the best possible KB. The postprocessing stage deals with a simple search space as well because it only works on the KB obtained from the previous stage.
IV. An Evolutionary Paradigm for
Designing Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems
The FRBS design methodology presented in this contribution works with multi-stage GFRBS based on the iterative rule learning approach. It is characterized by some particular aspects considered in order to improve the accuracy of the nal FRBS obtained. First, it will be able to generate di erent types of FRBS: descriptive, and constrained and unconstrained approximative Mamdani-type ones to be precise. This will allow the FRBS designer to obtain the most adequate solution to the problem being solved.
In the following subsections we will analyze brie y the proposed methodology. A. Tackling the Cooperation vs. Competition Problem The multi-stage GFRBS usual way of solving the CCP commented in the previous section will be extended by considering the following aspects:
The usual operation mode of multi-stage GFRBSs does not consider the cooperation among the fuzzy rules generated in the rst stage. Each new fuzzy rule is generated without taking into account how it will cooperate with the previous ones obtained. Hence, the new generated fuzzy rule can interact insu cient or excessively with the previous ones, making the FS obtained to perform bad. We will improve the fuzzy rule generation process when working with the approximative approach by using a criterion which will allow us to generate the best possible fuzzy rule in each iteration taking into account both the goodness of this rule and the goodness of its cooperation with the previous ones generated. This criterion, allowing us to deal with part of the cooperation problem in the rst stage, will be based on a phenotypic niching scheme 12].
The postprocessing stage will present two important characteristics. On the one hand, it will be designed by means of a GA based on the Pittsburgh learning approach, the one best solving the CCP, but reducing signi catively the solution space by working only over the RB generated in the rst stage, i. e., not modifying the membership function de nitions (DB). In this way, it will simplify the RB obtained until now by removing the redundant or unnecessary fuzzy rules not cooperating adequately with the others. This operation mode will allow us to obtain the best possible KB composed of the best combination of the fuzzy rules generated in the rst stage. On the other hand, the other existing type of niching, the genotypic one 12], will be considered for obtaining not only a single KB as output from the process but di erent ones presenting the best possible behavior.
We will consider an aditional third stage which will adjust the de nitions of the membership functions generated. Once a KB with the optimal number of rules have been obtained from the previous two processes, this stage will modify its DB with the aim of obtaining a better cooperation among its fuzzy rules. The EA will be again based on the Pittsburgh approach, but in this case the search process works only over the DB parameter space. This EA will be applied over the di erent KBs obtained from the previous process, and the most accurate will be the one given as output of the multi-stage GFRBS. Therefore, a KB not presenting the best behavior after the second stage, can be the best one after the third one due to the new membership function shapes make its rules to cooperate in a better way.
Finally, focusing on the EA search, we need to make use of suitable techniques to develop an accurate trek on the search spaces tackled in each stage for obtaining the best possible solutions. Several factors have to be considered in order to reduce the search space complexity and to perform an adequate exploration and exploitation over it to allow the search process to be e ective. A good analysis of these factors in GFRBS design is presented in 22]. Among the techniques usually employed in genetic learning processes (as well as in other genetic processes) we will consider the following ones: to chose an adequate representation of the individuals, encoding as much information as possible, and to design speci c operators to perform a robust trek on the search space, with a suitable exploration-exploitation rate. B. Multi-stage Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based System Structure Therefore, the multi-stage GFRBS structure proposed will consist of the following three stages: a) A fuzzy rule generation process based on the iterative rule learning approach. This process will determine the type of the nal FRBS generated, so the generated fuzzy rules may present a descriptive, constrained approximative or unconstrained approximative semantics. In all cases, it will present two components: a fuzzy rule generating method composed of an inductive or evolutionary process which uses a niche criterion for obtaining the best possible cooperation among the fuzzy rules generated when working with the approximative approach, and an iterative covering method of the system behaviour example set, which penalizes each rule generated by the fuzzy rule generating method by considering its covering over the examples in the training set and removes the ones yet covered from it. This process allows us to obtain a set of fuzzy rules with a concrete semantics covering the training set in an adequate form. b) A genetic multisimpli cation process for selecting rules, based on a binary coded GA with a phenotypic sharing function and a measure of the FRBS accuracy in the problem being solved. It will save the overlearning that the previous component may cause due to the existence of redundant rules, with the aim of obtaining a simpli ed KB presenting the best possible cooperation among the fuzzy rules composing it. This process will obtain di erent possibilities for this simpli ed KB thanks to a genotypic niching scheme. c) An evolutionary tuning process , based on any kind of real coded EA and a measure of the FRBS performance. It will give the nal KB as output by adjusting the membership functions for each fuzzy rule in each possible KB obtained from the genetic multisimpli cation process. The type of tuning performed will depend on the nature of the FRBS being generated, i.e., when generating a descriptive FRBS, a global tuning of the fuzzy partition associated to each linguistic variable will be performed, but when working with any of the approximative approaches, the membership functions involved in each fuzzy rule will be adjusted. The most accurate KB obtained in this stage will constitute the nal output of the whole learning process. C. Propierties required for the generated Knowledge Base Several important statical properties have to be veried by the KB in order to obtain an accurate FRBS 13, 20] . The multi-stage GFRBSs obtained from our methodology will consider two of them, the completeness and consistency, by including some criteria in the di erent stage tness functions. These criteria will penalize those solutions not verifying adequatelly both properties. For a wider description, refers to 7, 9].
V. Example of Application of the Paradigm Proposed
Di erent multi-stage GFRBSs following the methodology proposed may be found in 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 17] .
In this contribution, we will brie y describe one of them able to generate both descriptive and unconstrained approximative RBFSs. The composition of this GFRBS is the following (for a more complete description refers to 9]):
1. An evolutionary generation process composed of a fuzzy rule generating method based on an inductive algorithm with an optional (1+1)-Evolution Strategy (ES) 1] that locally tunes the fuzzy rule membership functions, and an iterative covering method of the system behaviour example set. The use of the ES will determine the RBFS nature, unconstrained approximative, if it is applied, or descriptive, if not. In the rst case, the tness function is composed of three frequentistic criteria, allowing to select the more promising rule to verify the completeness and consistency properties, and of the low niche interaction rate, a criterion to deal with the cooperation among the fuzzy rules generated in this st stage. In the second one, only the rst three frequentistic criteria are considered.
2. A genetic simpli cation process for simplifying rules to obtain the KB presenting the best cooperation level, based on a binary coded GA and a tness function based on a measure of the FRBS performance and a criterion penalizying the lack of KB completeness. The genetic operators used are the twopoint crossover and the uniform mutation. The selection of the individuals is developed using the stochastic universal sampling procedure together with an elitist selection scheme.
A genetic tuning process , based on a Real
Coded GA and a measure of the FRBS performance with two variants. It will give the nal KB as output by tuning the membership functions for each single fuzzy rule or for the complete KB, depending on the FRBS nature is approximative or descriptive respectively. The approximative genetic tuning process used is presented in 16] and the descriptive one in 5]. The selection procedure for both processes is the same used by the previous stage and the genetic operators are the max-min-arithmetical crossover and the non-uniform mutation ones.
As can be observed, we do not use the genetic multisimpli cation process in the GFRBS presented. For an application of it, refers to 7].
The performance of the proposed GFRBS will be shown by applying it to model the following two threedimensional surfaces: The behaviour of both variants of the introduced multi-stage GFRBS will be compared with some design processes based on the Wang and Mendel's algorithm (WM) 24]. We will nally work with three descriptive FRBS design processes, noted by D1, the WM process, D2, WM as the generation stage joined to a second stage composed of the commented descriptive genetic tuning process, and D3, the descriptive variant of the multi-stage GFRBS introduced. On the other hand, we will use two multi-stage approximative design processes, noted by A1, WM plus the approximative genetic tuning process, and A2, the approximative variant of the proposed GFRBS.
The results obtained in the experiments developed are shown in the following tables, where #R stands for the number of rules of the corresponding KB, and SE Fi tra and SE Fi tst for the values obtained by the concrete FRBS designed in the medium square error measure computed over the training and test data sets of funcion F i used in the desing process, respectively. In all cases we have worked with seven fuzzy sets in each variable primary fuzzy partition. Analyzing these results, the good behavior presented by the proposed GFRBS may be observed. All the FRBSs designed using it are more accurate to a high degree than the WM-based ones in the fuzzy modeling of both functions. The two process variants make it stronger because they allow it to tackle many di erent kinds of surfaces: smooth ones, like the one generated from F 1 , are best modeled by using descriptive FRBSs, whilst the approximative approach seems to work better with complex surfaces with strong changes, such as the one generated from F 2 .
VI. Concluding Remarks
An evolutionary methodology for designing FRBSs by learning the KB from examples has been presented. A multi-stage GFRBS derived from this paradigm has been introduced and its application to design some FRBSs making a fuzzy modeling of two threedimensional surfaces has been shown. They have proven to be accurate to a high degree.
The performance of the proposed methodology has been demonstrated in fuzzy modeling and control problems until now. At the moment, we are applying it to some classi cation problems obtaining good results. The paradigm will be extended to deal with TSK FRBSs in a very near future.
